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This document will provide a brief description of the features of the TPI Synthesizer
Version 4.9
This synthesizer utilizes the Analog Devices PLL integrated circuit ADF4351.

1. ADF4351 FEATURES
Output frequency range: 35 MHz to 4400 MHz
Fractional-N synthesizer and integer-N synthesizer
Low phase noise VCO (1GHz 10Khz offset = -91dBc/Hz)(2.4GHz = -86dBc/Hz)
Typical rms jitter: <0.4 ps rms
Programmable output power level
Cycle slip reduction
PLEASE UNDERSTAND: This is a wideband product and in order to keep the price below
$300 there is no adaptive output filter on the RF output. If you set the Signal Generator for
100MHz you will get all of the harmonics of 100MHz. It is a simple solution to purchase a
Low Pass or Band Pass filter for the band that you are working in.
I have developed two different software platforms. Both will be provided on the CD. I
strongly recommend using the “SynthMachine” software platform. I am no longer
upgrading LabView. If you own LabView I will give you the Native Source Code upon
request and a signed non-compete document.

2. TPI Synthesizer Features LABVIEW Control Panel

2.1

10MHz Reference Section

The Reference is a 10MHz Temperature Compensated Clock Oscillator at +/-2.5 ppm over
temperature and +/- 1.5ppm at room temperature.
There is a Buffered Reference Output available at front panel. The Reference is accessed
via a BNC connector. It is matched to drive a 50 ohm coax.

DC Coupled 0V to 3.3V Output
There is an External 10MHz Reference Input on the back panel (BNC). The onboard clock
is powered off when External Reference is selected. To initiate the external reference you
initiate it using the “TCXO/Ext Ref” button in the lower left box. The external reference
should be 10MHz and between 5vpp to 500mvpp. The External reference input is AC
coupled and 50 ohm terminated.

2.2

RF Output Power

The unit has been *calibrated and RF Output Power (35MHz to 4GHz) is accurate within
+/-1dBm with 90% of all readings within 0.6dB of reported power.
4GHz to 4.4GHz is not calibrated with 4.2GHz = +9dBm max power.
4GHz = +10dBm, 4.2GHz = +9dBm and 4.4GHz = +8dBm
The calibration table is simple to understand. You can calibrate the table to your
Spectrum Analyzer if for some reason you feel my calibration is too far off. You can
compensate for cable loss. I would save the original calibration file somewhere else
before adjusting it.

* Calibrated using my Spectrum Analyzer and a calibrated Semi-rigid coaxial
cable. Great care was taken to create the calibration table versus frequency BUT
this is not NIST certified. I have sold over 300 of these with no complaints.
RF Output Power is available from +10dBm to -55dBm (65dB linear range).

LABVIEW CONTROL PANEL

2.3

Attenuator Features: (Lower Right hand section)

Attenuator section can be swept at any values between +10 to -55.
Attenuator can be “Single” stepped both up and down.
Step size is adjustable from 1 to -55dB
Attenuator Sweep speed is adjustable

2.4

RF Sweep Features (Upper Right hand section)

The next box is the “Sweep” box. When you hit the sweep button you will see the
RF output move in frequency according to the parameters of the “Sweep” box.
In the sweep box you have a start and stop value that you can change from the
keyboard. If your center frequency is set to 250MHz and your sweep box
parameters are set to 2400 to 2500Mhz (as an example) you will sweep from 2400
to 2500MHz and it will loop over and over until you stop the sweep at which time
it will go back to your Center Frequency setting.
1.
2.

You cannot change the sweep values while the unit is sweeping
The Phase Lock Loop Integrated Circuit employs 7 different VCO’s

3. You may not pick values outside of a single VCO with the LabView Control Panel.
(You can with my other software platform “SynthMachine” see Section 5)
a) In other words there are 7 sweep bands and you cannot sweep between
bands (see sweep bands below)
4. You can control the step size down to 1KHz resolution via the keyboard
5. You can control the time per step anywhere between 100msec to 5 seconds
 I have set the step time to 10msec per step and the GUI cannot show the steps
although it does step.
 There is a function in the PLL that mutes the RF output until locked to try and avoid
spurious RF output. At 10msec the RF does lock but there is excessive spurious noise
seen.

Sweep Frequency Bands
Band 1: 35MHz to 68.749MHz
Band 2: 68.75MHz to 137.499MHz
Band 3: 137.5MHz to 274.999MHz
Band 4: 275MHz to 549.999MHz
Band 5: 550MHz to 1099.999MHz
Band 6: 1100MHz to 2199.999MHz
Band 7: 2200MHz to 4400MHz

Single Sweep
I have added a “Single Sweep” function located in the Lower Left of the LabView
Control Panel.

2.5

FM Features:

FM sine-wave input up to 15Vp/p Max (you adjust for desired deviation)
The FM input requires that you supply a sine wave input into a BNC input. The
sinewave should be 0V to desired or maximum (Not AC Coupled)

Example: 4Vpp 1KHz Sinewave = 250KHz peak to peak deviation at 915MHz

Example: 200mvpp Sine wave input at 1KHz = 30Khz p/p deviation at 2.4GHz

2.6

On-Off-Keying Features:

A new feature has been added. Version 4.9 Signal Generators are now able to
key the RF on and off through the modulation port. Flip the switch to OOK. Using
an arbitrary function generator you can input a square wave 0v to maximum 5V.
0V to 3.3V is recommended.

Here is a 35MHz RF signal with 1KHz modulation input for immunity testing

3.0

Other Features:

Lock Detect LED front panel. When the LED is on it indicates that the Frequency is
locked and stable.
Standard SMA RF output (50 ohm)
Powered by USB 2.0 port approximately 200ma at highest RF power
Packaged in extruded Aluminum housing with Aluminum End Plates

What’s on the CD?
CD includes Drivers, Operating Instructions and executable files. I do not offer the
Native LabView files for free any longer as considerable funds were spent in the
development of the software. If you want the Native LabView files you will need
to contact me. I will give the Native software away if you sign a 1 year non
compete form and promise to not give the software to others without permission.
Installs on Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Vista.
I have sold over 300 of these units and only had a couple of software issues with
Windows XP. We were able to solve those issues.

4.0

TPI Synthesizer Assembly

The TPI Synthesizer is powered by USB 2.0 power. At power up the FTDI USB
controller chip insures that the assembly meets USB specifications. The assembly
when RF is locked at full power draws just under 200ma and delivers RF output at
+10dBm.
The Analog Devices IC has a separate Low Noise voltage regulator. The TCXO has
a separate Low Noise regulator. There are 6 Ferrite Beads incorporated in the
design to increase overall performance. DC Power distribution is developed in a
star configuration to help isolate noise from specific nodes. Email me if you are
interested in more information: Robert@rf-consultant.com
The phase noise of the RF output was measured using a spectrum analyzer in a
1KHz bandwidth. 10logBW = 30dB and so I added 30dB to the measured noise
and found that I was within a dB of the Analog Devices specification At 2.4GHz
the noise was measured to be -89dBc/Hz at 10KHz offset and the data sheet says
it can be -89dBc/Hz so the phase noise is excellent.

Frequency = 2400MHz
Span is 100KHz. Marker Delta is 10KHz and -60dBc
Resolution BW = 1KHz (10log 1KHz = 30dB)
(-60dBc + 30dB = -90dBc/Hz)

4.1

TPI Synthesizer Packaging

The final packaging is developed around an extruded Aluminum housing. The
Housing dimensions are approximately 4.75 x 3.00 x 1.00 (inches). The housing is
purchased from Digikey and is a Hammond 1455J Enclosure.
The USB port is a Mini-B port and a USB Cable is provided.

5.0

Tickle Software Platform

I don’t own LabView and I don’t understand how to use LabView so I decided to
have another software platform available. The story is my LabView Software guy
is in California and I am in Texas and sometimes it takes days to get an hours worth
of work done. Totally understandable and I am not complaining (too much).
So I found a guy that wanted to develop a control panel based around “Tickle”.
http://www.tcl.tk/ for more information. He just lives down the block and is retired
and likes to play with this stuff. So he has developed a new platform for me and I
am starting to add it to the CD.

5.1

Tickle Platform “SynthMachine”

The Platform is called “SynthMachine” and when you open it you will see the
following Control Panel:

The first box upper left selects the 10MHz Reference. The default is the internal
reference which by the way is an excellent reference.
The next box to the right is where you select your center frequency and RF output
power.
You will notice that your unit has a Serial Number and that Serial Number shows
up in the Control Panel. You will also notice that your unit has a unique Calibration
Table and that is reported as well.
When you first ran the SynthMachine executable your calibration table was
placed in a folder called “SynthMachine” under Program Files. The file is an Excel
file with 4 lines that make up the calibration table. Also notice that there are 16
bands. I divided the 35MHz to 4.4GHz into 16 bands to compensate for the Power
Amp. The Power Amp is not totally flat across 35MHz to 4.4GHz. So I chopped it up
into 16 bands and calibrated each band using this file.

Whenever you plug your unit into a USB port your unit will use this Excel file for a
calibrated RF output. Now, if you have a long coax and you would like to
compensate for it that is easy to do.
You can go into the SynthMachine folder and open the Excel file and “Save As”
whatever you want to call it like “Compensated for 10 foot coax” or whatever.
Once you have that file saved you can go to the SynthMachine Control Panel

and go to “File” and select “Open Cal File” and select your new file. You will
notice that your Control Panel now shows your serial number and the new Cal
Table that you selected.
Now go to “Edit” and select “Edit Cal Table” and your new table will open. Now
the first column is RF output value. If you are working at 915MHz you go to Band 8
(335 – 1144.999). Don’t adjust “Chip Pwr”. You will want to adjust “Atten”. If your
coax has 2dB of loss at 915MHz and the value in “Atten” is 3 (3dB) for a +10dBm
RF Output (first column is in dBm) then change the Atten Value to “1” in order to
compensate in Band 8 for 2dB of loss in your coax. You also must adjust the
“0dBm” tab accordingly. Then you must make a corresponding 2dB change for
RF Output “0dBm” from 13 to 11. So in Atten in Band 8 it used to be 3 to 13 it is now
1 to 11. Do the same thing for -1dBm and -55dBm (adjust by 2dB). Close the file
and say yes to save it. Then that file is now compensated in Band 8 only for 2dB
of coax loss. Call me or email me if that doesn’t make sense. I save all the cal files.
Next box is “Frequency Scan” and you can enter any numbers in the start and
stop and step it by as low as 1Khz and as high as you want. The delay can be as
low as 100msec or as high as days. So you can scan up or down. You can
continuous scan or you can single scan. You can “single step” as well.
NOTE: With the SynthMachine software you can Scan the entire frequency. Unlike
the LabView platform, SynthMachine allows you to sweep through the 7 VCO
bands.
Another feature in “SynthMachine” is under the “Edit” tab. If you select that tab
you can select “Edit Defaults”. The PLL chip has a few registers that can be
tweaked to change the performance. In some cases you may want to select the
Low Noise and Low Spur mode. You would need to read the PLL data sheet and
see how these registers affect the RF Output performance.

Once you “Edit PLL Values” these changes will remain in place. If you power cycle
the values will still remain.
If you get into the weeds by changing these values there is a “Return to factory
Defaults” available.
For a complete description of the ADF4351 I have included the data sheet on the
CD. The MUXOUT Control is not connected to any external connector. The PCB
does have a 2pin structure (Muxout/ground) to allow you to connect to it if for
example you wanted a “Trigger” for start of scan mode.
Muxout Values are case sensitive:
3_State, Vcc, GND, REF_/_R, RF_/_N, Analog_LD, Digital_LD, TRIG

5.2

“SynthMachine” Features

1. SynthMachine will allow you to control multiple units at the same time from your laptop
(you can connect as many as you have USB ports)
2. SynthMachine allows you to sweep across VCO bands. In other words you can set up the
sweep to go from 35MHz to 4.4GHz. The LabView system will not allow that.
3. SynthMachine will not hang up your system if you “Unplug the USB” prior to closing the
control panel. LabView may not allow you to close the control panel if you unplug the USB
first. It may hang up.
4. SynthMachine allows you to tweak certain registers in the PLL chip for lower spurs or
noise and other features.
5. There are other features that make SynthMachine a better choice in my opinion.
6. I have a “Morse Code” module that allows you to send Morse code or a Beacon from your
keyboard. It is a great little module and completely appropriate for the apocalyptic future.
Use it if you need to test something with “On-Off Keying”
7. We have added “RFControl” software as an option. RFControl allows for end users to
configure the way SynthMachine operates by allowing for you to write software that
easily interfaces with SynthMachine. A full explanation is found at:
http://tgaryet.wix.com/garyetconsulting#!rfcontrol/c170e

5.3 A new feature that has recently been added is the ability to select
the way you want “SynthMachine” to start up.

Simply plug in the values for any field and go to “Edit” and select “Set Startup
Values”. The next time you turn on SynthMachine, the values you selected will be
ready to go.

1) The PLL configuration parameters for the current frequency setting are now
displayed in the main status window. The parameters are updated each
time a new frequency is entered into either of the Center Frequency, or the
From/To scan frequency boxes, when the RFON button is pressed, or when a
scan is in progress. The text will turn RED if the requested output frequency
resolution cannot be achieved with the current PLL parameters.

The fields are:
RefFreq

The reference frequency used to configure the PLL – The internal
reference is fixed at 10 MHz. The default external reference

frequency is 10 MHz but can be set by editing the .defaults file. See
Editing the Defaults File below.
FDBKSel

The state of the feedback select. 1 means the RF Output Divider is
not in the PLL feedback loop, 0 means the RF Output Divider is in
the feedback loop.

PFD

The calculated phase detector frequency. The reference
frequency is multiplied by the Reference Doubler (if enabled) and
then divided by the Reference Divide by 2 (if enabled), and the
Reference Divider.

RFDivider The internally calculated value of the RF Output Divider. The RF
Output Divider divides the VCO frequency to achieve the wide
output frequency range. Depending on FDBKSel, this divider is
either in or out of the feedback loop. For very low PFD values, it
may be necessary to include the RF Divider in the feedback loop to
ensure the INT divider value stays in range.
VCO

The calculated VCO frequency to achieve the desired output
frequency. The output frequency is the VCO frequency divided by
the RFDivider setting.

Fout

This is the calculated actual output frequency using the PLL
configuration and the internally calculated INT and MOD values.
In some cases the requested frequency may not be achievable
given the current PLL configuration settings. For example, the MOD
value may not have the required range given the PFD setting and
the requested frequency resolution. In this case, the MOD is set to
the maximum (4095) but the output frequency will not be what was
requested (the text will turn red in this case). Dividing the PFD by
the MOD gives the smallest achievable frequency resolution.

INT

The calculated value for the INT divider in the PLL feedback path.

FRAC

The calculated value for the fractional divider in the PLL feedback
path.

MOD

The calculated value for the MOD register. Dividing the PFD
frequency by the MOD value gives the smallest available
frequency increment.

ANC

This shows the Automatic Noise Control state. Automatic noise
control attempts to give the lowest phase noise by dynamically

adjusting the” Low Noise and Spur Mode” and the “Cycle Slip
Reduction Enable” bits depending on the INT and FRAC calculated
values. This feature is enabled by default, but can be disabled by
manual edit to the .defaults file.
2) The configuration values in the main GUI window, including the RF-ON state,
can be captured using the Edit/Set Startup values. Once captured, they
become the values applied at startup.
3) The PLL configuration equations have been enhanced to take more of the
PLL configuration parameters into account, including the Reference Divider,
the Reference Doubler, the Reference Divide by 2, and the RF Output
Divider/Feedback Select.
4) Automatic Noise Configuration, the External Reference Frequency, and the
RF-ON delay can all be set by a manual edit of the .defaults file.

Manual edits to the .defaults file:
The default PLL parameters and the startup values are saved in a .defaults file
associated with the TPI board serial number. The serial number of the board is listed on
the TPI module, and is identified in the status region of the front panel on startup.

The defaults file name is derived from the serial number and has the file extension type
of .defaults. For example: AH13SZG5.defaults is the defaults file for AH13SZG5Y. This file
is created in c:/Program Files (x86)/SynthMachine the first time SynthMachine is
launched.

The .defaults file is an ordinary text file that can be edited with any text editor such as
WordPad. Just be sure to save it as a simple text file.

Here is an example of the contents:
lockdet 1
fbsel 1
bandseldiv 140
mute 0
auxoutsel 0
auxouten 0
auxoutpwr 0
bandsel 0
abpw 0
chargecan 0

csren 0
cdivmode 0
cdiv 0x87
lnoise 0
muxout Digital_LD
refx2 1
refdiv2 0
refdiv 5
dblbufen 0
cpcurrent 15
ldf 0
ldp 0
pdp 1
pdwn 1
cp3 0
phaseadjust 0
prescale 1
phase 1
ExtReferenceFreq 10
AutoNoiseConfig 1
centerfreq 40
outputpower 10
freqfrom 2400
freqto 2600
freqinc 10
freqdelay .5
powerfrom 10
powerto -55
powerinc -1
powerdelay .5
refsel internal
rfon 0

There are a few simple rules.
Separate the value name from the value by a space.
Don’t change the name of the value or the case of the characters. The
value names correspond to fields in either the main screen or the PLL
defaults screen. If a value name doesn’t exactly match what is in this list,
then that line will be ignored and will be replaced by the internal shipped
default.
Don’t put trash into the values. An attempt is made to validate the values
as they are read, but it is possible to put illegal values into the fields. If a

value is obviously wrong (like there is text where a number should be) then
the value is ignored and the internal shipped value is used.
Two values in this file can only be changed via text editing (there is no GUI
interface to them) they are:
ExtReferenceFreq 10
AutoNoiseConfig 1
ExtReferenceFreq is the frequency used to configure the PLL if the External Reference
button is selected in the GUI. Set this to the value of your external reference.
AutoNoiseConfig either enables (1) or disables (0) the ANC feature described
previously.

Finally,
rfon, represents the startup state of the RFON button when the SynthMachine startup
values were saved.
It is set by SynthMachine as either 0 (RFON is OFF on startup), or is 1 (RFON is ON soon
after startup). If the value of rfon is non-zero, it is interpreted as the number of seconds
to delay after startup before turning on the RF Output.
A severely corrupted .defaults file can render SynthMachine unable to launch. If this
happens, then simply delete the .defaults file, launch SynthMachine, and a new one will
be created.

5.4 A new feature that has recently been added is the ability to create a
“Script” of commands
A scripting feature has been added to SynthMachine.
Scripting Language
The scripting language consists of seven commands. Commands consist of a keyword
and possibly a parameter.
Legal keywords are: rfon, rfoff, wait, beep, pause, setfreq and setpwr. All commands
are lower case and must start on the first character of the line with one command per
line.

The following commands do not require a parameter:
rfon – configures the TPI board to the “current frequency” and the “current power” and
enables the RF output.
rfoff – disables the RF output
wait – stops the script execution until the user presses the OK button displayed in the
dialog box or presses the “enter” key on the keyboard.
beep – outputs an audible beep. To make multiple beeps, insert a pause between
them.
The following commands require a parameter:
setfreq <frequency> –
sets the “current frequency” to the specified frequency.
The frequency must be in the range 35MHz to 4400 MHz.
setpwr <powerlevel> – sets the “current power” to the specified power (must be one of
the values in the “Output Power” drop-down menu in the main screen) attached.
pause <seconds> – pauses execution of the script for the specified number of seconds.
The pause time must be greater than .01 seconds.
If a line begins with a # it is treated as a comment and is ignored. A blank line may also
be inserted anywhere in the sequence.
Scripting Operation

Three new menu items support scripting. In addition a “Run Script” button has been
added to the main screen.

Under the “file” menu:
Open Script – used to locate and load a script file into memory

Save Script – used to save the script currently in memory to a file
Under the “edit” menu:
Create/Edit Script – opens a text area with the script currently loaded in memory.
If a script was not previously opened, then the text area will be blank.

Once a script has been loaded into memory, either by the “Open Script” or by
“Create/Edit Script” the “Run Script” button will become enabled.
To begin script execution press the “Run Script” button. When pressed, the script will
begin and the text in the button will change to “Abort”. If the script executes an “rfon”
command, the button will highlight yellow to show the RF is enabled.
To abort the current execution, press the “Abort” button. If the script was paused
because of a pause command, the pause will be terminated early and the script will
halt. However, if the RF was enabled when the Abort was received, it will remain off.
Pressing the “RF Off” button will turn of the RF.

If at any time an unrecognized command or an illegal command parameter is
encountered during the execution of the script, the script will be aborted and the error
reported in a popup window.
Example Script
# set the frequency to 350 MHz at power level -20dBm and turn the RF “on”
setfreq 350
setpwr -20
rfon
# Now pause for 10 seconds to take a measurement and then turn the RF “off”. Beep
to signal the RF is off now
pause 10
rfoff
beep
# set the frequency to 450 and the power level to +6dBm and turn on the RF
setfreq 450
setpwr 6
rfon
# now wait until the user responds to turn the RF “off”
wait
rfoff
# now signal that the script is over by outputting a double beep
beep
pause 1
beep
Please feel free to contact Terry Garyet if you need further explanation or if you have a
suggestion.
tgaryet@gmail.com

5.5 A new feature that has recently been added is a modulation switch
allowing you to pick between On-Off-Keying (OOK) or FM

Previous V4 units only allowed for FM modulation. This newest version will allow for On-OffKeying as well as FM with the flip of a switch. Also note that all of the BNC connectors are
no longer plastic but upgraded metal connectors.

New features are always being added to SynthMachine so check back from time
to time and ask for updates. Robert@rf-consultant.com

